Abstract. Reported here are tropical/subtropical Pacific basin OH observational data presented in a latitude/altitude geographical grid. They cover two seasons of the year (spring and fall) that reflect the timing of NASA's PEM-Tropics A (1996) and B (1999) field programs. Two different OH sensors were used to collect these data, and each instrument was mounted on a different aircraft platform (i.e., NASA's P-3B and DC-8). Collectively, these chemical snapshots of the central Pacific have revealed several interesting trends. Only modest decreases (factors of 2 to 3) were found in the levels of OH with increasing altitude (0-12 krn). Similarly, only modest variations were found (factors of 1.5 to 3.5) when the data were examined as a function of latitude (30øN to 30øS). Using simultaneously recorded data for CO, 03, H20, NO, and NMHCs, comparisons with current models were also carried out. For three out of four data subsets, the results revealed a high level of correspondence. On average, the box model results agreed with the observations within a factor of 1.5. The comparison with the three-dimensional model results was found to be only slightly worse. Overall, these results suggest that current model mechanisms capture the major photochemical processes controlling OH quite well and thus provide a reasonably good representation of OH levels for tropical marine environments. They also indicate that the two OH sensors employed during the PEM-Tropics B study generally saw similar OH levels when sampling a similar tropical marine environment. However, a modest altitude bias appears to exist between these instruments. More rigorous instrument intercomparison activity would therefore seem to be justified. Further comparisons of model predictions with observations are also recommended for nontropical marine environments as well as those involving highly elevated levels of reactive non-methane hydrocarbons.
. Tests involving these species have been limited to date, but already have begun to provide some idea of the range of disagreement that can be found between box model predictions and observations. This has ranged from near perfect agreement to factors of 2 to 3. The typical 2c• uncertainty expressed in the observations (+45%) and that for box models (+60%) would lead one to think that the level of agreement should be within a factor of 2 to 2.5. However, this still assumes the mechanism being used in the model is basically correct, i.e., that only the values assigned to rate coefficients and other chemical input parameters provide a basis for disagreement. If, however, a yet unknown but significant chemical process is being totally left out of our current mechanisms, the above scenario is not true. Under these circumstances it becomes possible for much larger disagreements than factors of 2 to 2.5 to be realized.
In this paper we address the above issue as related to OH by taking advantage of the extensive data collected during NASA's PEM-Tropics A (1996) and B (1999) field programs. The region being addressed, the tropical Pacific, defines the single largest atmospheric zone responsible for the oxidation of tropospheric trace gases. Previously, there has been a heavyreliance on threedimensional (3-D) models as the principal means for estimating the lifetimes for many of these gases. The current effort, directed toward developing a tropical geographical OH grid map using observational OH data, thus provides another check on the credibility of these earlier OH model projections.
It is noted that several parallel photochemical modeling efforts to this study have also used the PEM-Tropics B data base [Olson et al., In nearly all of these parallel efforts, however, model related comparison activity has involved the use of "point to point" observation/model comparisons. The current study analyzes the OH observational data only after assembling it into a geographical altitude/latitude grid map.
Since this study has drawn on OH data generated from two different measurement methods, we have also attempted to make a semiquantitative comparison between these two instruments.
This comparison has again made use of the geographical altitude/latitude generated OH grid map. A totally independent assessment of the two aircraft OH sensors has been provided by Eisele et 
Measurement Techniques
As previously noted, two different OH sensors were used to record the OH data used in this analysis. The first instrument, a selected ion chemical ionization mass spectrometer (SICIMS), was mounted on the NASA P-3B aircraft and reported OH data both during PEM-Tropics A and B. The SICIMS technique is an indirect measurement method for OH in that it does not measure the OH species itself, but rather, a stable ion that can be directly linked to OH through an added isotopically labeled reactant. Calibration of this system is achieved using ambient air by photolyzing H20 at a known velocity with a photon flux of 184.9 nm radiation. The limit-of-detection (LOD) of the SICIMS system at both low and high altitudes is typically given as 2x105 molecules cm -3. The 2• uncertainty in these measurements is cited as the combined error defined by the precision plus bias error, e.g., + 40%. Based on the above processing scheme, the final data subsets that emerged covered a latitude range of 30 to 60 degrees and an altitude range of 8 to 12 km. Approximately 78% of all grid boxes in the four data fields contained three or more data points; 68% had five or more points. Although there was some concern about using grid boxes having fewer than three data points (22%), upon dropping these boxes we found no significant shift in any previously identified trend in the distribution plots. Thus, these grid boxes were left in since they provided additional visual continuity to the grid plots.
Of the six processing steps cited above, step 4, involving scaling of the OH observational data, was determined to have the highest potential for introducing a bias in the results. Our initial thinking for minimizing this problem involved considering only those OH values recorded within a very narrow solar window, i.e., those centered around highnoon. This approach was rather quickly rejected, however, in that it reduced the total available OH population to a statistically unacceptable small number. The scaling of all observations maximizes the available data, but presents the new problem of potentially generating large scaling errors for the high zenith angle data. The error increases rapidly with increasing zenith angle both due to the lower precision of the measurements (reflecting lower concentration levels of OH), and due to the absolute magnitude of the scaling factor with higher zenith angles, e.g., amplifying any precision error. To minimize this problem, as discussed in greater detail in the text below, it was determined that an additional filtering restriction was needed as related to zenith angle, namely, values were rejected that were > 60 ø.
But the scaling process itself raised still other issues. The most important of these being the selection of an algorithm as a basis for scaling. For this study, we chose to use the availability of the diurnal profile data generated on the P-3B as the initial Of the data scaled, approximately 85% had zenith angles < 50 ø, and 66% had angles < 40 ø. Thus, we estimate that the potential error resulting from the scaling of the OH data to be less than 20%. In our analysis of the above data, the experimentally based diurnal OH profiles were used to determine the rate of roll-off of OH on each side ofhighnoon relative to that predicted bythe box model calculations. Thus, the ultimate goal was that of developing a "relative" scaling factor defined in terms of model generated values. As shown in Table 1 , representative data recorded at altitudes of 0.3, 1.2, 1.4, 3.0, and 5.5 km indicates that the level of agreement was typically 20% or better, with 33% being the worst case. As expected, the level of agreement decreased with increasing solar zenith angle, leading to our final decision to reject all data with zenith angles > 60 ø. The level of agreement was also found to be better for data generated in the afternoon than in the morning. At present, we have no simple explanation for this difference. However, given the general agreement found in these results, it was concluded that using a 4. Observations, Model Results, and Discussion OH observations were recorded during two seasons (i.e., fall and spring), over two geographical regions (the eastern and central Pacific), using two aircraft platforms (P-3B and DC-8), and using two different OH instruments (SICIMS and ATHOS). Below we present these data and the modeling results as subdivided according to field program, season, geographical region, and aircraft platform.
PEM-Tropics A Fall Season
The two geographical regions examined during PEM-Tropics A can best be identified in terms of their respective longitude coordinates. The eastern Pacific region was bracketed by 80øW to 100øW; whereas, the central region covered the range of 120øW to 180øW. During PEM-Tropics A only the P-3B aircraft was instrumented with an OH sensor. However, both aircraft had a complete complement of instruments for recording the levels of photochemical precursor species. 
32,700 DAVIS ET AL.: OH DISTRIBUTIONS-OBSERVATIONS VERSUS MODELS quantitative comparison of these two data sets is presented in
Plates 4a and 5a. In Plate 4a, the value of the OH ratio is shown plotted in the standard altitude versus latitude format. In this plot, as with similar ones to be shown later in the text, the value of the OH ratio has been estimated either from the "observed-tomodel" or "model-to-observed" ratio, depending on which is larger. Thus, the intent here has been to attempt to show the absolute deviation between the model and observations. (Note, the issue of whether one has a systematic bias will be addressed later in the text.) What these results reveal is that for nearly 95% of the grid boxes containing data, the agreement is within a factor of 1.5, well within the limits defined by the combined uncertainties.
In Plate 5a, the median value for each 1 km altitude zone is plotted as a function of altitude. In this analysis, the median value has been defined by examining all data points over all latitudes within the targeted altitude range. These As seen in Plate 4b, the elevated box model predictions are primarily associated with the high values over two latitude bands: 14øN to 21 øN, and l 4øS to 21 øS. In both cases, the high values occur above 1 km. In surveying the photochemical precursor plots (Plates 2e-2h), the most obvious species driving the higher model result is NOx, although 03 is also a small contributor. Both species promote increased primary production and enhanced recycling from the HO2/NO and HO2/O3 reactions. When comparing the OH observations recorded on two different instruments (mounted on two different aircraft), the agreement, as defined in terms of the ratio of SICIMS to ATHOS, was relatively good, ranging between 1.3 to 0.6. However, because of the high level of correspondence in precursor profiles measured on the two aircraft, the trends in the two OH data sets would seem to suggest a possible altitude bias in one or both instruments. The results showed that the SICIMS instrument typically measured higher values at altitudes below 2 km and the ATHOS instrument measured higher values above 4 km. Clearly, more rigorous OH intercomparison work should be explored in future campaigns.
The general overall level of correspondence between the model results and observations suggests that for relatively clean background air, as defined by the central Pacific Basin, current OH model mechanisms do a reasonably good job. And because of the similarities in the chemical mechanisms employed in 3-D models, it could be further argued that a higher level of confidence is justified in tropical 3-D OH predictions. However, there continues to be a need to test and compare models with observations over a much broader range of environments, e.g., those at mid and high latitudes and those involving highly elevated levels of reactive hydrocarbons.
